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Abstract 
This paper describes the design of a self~organizing, hierarchical neural network model of unsupervised 
serial learning. The model learns to recognize, store, and recall sequences of unitized patterns, using either 
short-term memory (STM) or both STM and long-term memory (LTM) mechanisms. Timing information is 
learned and recall {both from STM and from LTM) is performed with a learned rhythmical structure. The 
network, bearing similarities with ART (Carpenter & Grossberg 1987a), learns to map temporal sequences to 
unitized patterns, which makes it suitable for hierarchical operation. It is therefore capable of self-organizing 
codes for sequences of sequences. The capacity is only limited by the number of nodes provided. Selected 
simulation results are reported to illustrate system properties. 
1. Introduction 
Modeling of many aspects of behavior, most notably speech perception, production, and motor control, requires 
a.n explanation of how spatia-temporal, i.e. time-varying, patterns are recognized, stored, and recalled. Models 
of sequential processing have to show how sequences of patterns are represented, remembered in STM and 
LTM, and recognized as a whole when their temporal order matters, and how they are recalled in their proper 
order and timing. In addition, any such model has to address general issues of pattern recognition like code 
stability-mandating that old memories do not get washed away as new ones are added, pattern discrimination 
and completion. Many existing models of serial learning (Jordan, 1986, Hecht-Nielsen 1987, Cohen & Grossberg 
1987, Gjerdingen 1990) are limited in that they either offer no explanation of how short-term stomge and recall 
rnight corne about, ignore timing, are unstable, or are limited by the type or length of sequences they can handle. 
Jn this paper we describe a model that unifies treatment of order and timing information processing in a way 
tha.L provides possible explanations of STM storage and recall, LTM learning, timed recall, distinction between 
sub- and superscquences, and hierarchical chunking. The model is based on the following assumptions: 
e Order and timing information are separate units of serial learning. 
• Storage and recall of both list order and timing is a short-term memory mechanism. 
e Long-term memory of spatiotemporal patterns acts to stabilize STM patterns, and involves the learning of 
expectations. 
While the detailed formal definition of the model will be published elsewhere (Mannes, 1992), simulation 
rcsulLs arc reported that illustrate several crucial system properties. The basic architecture of the model is 
shown in fig. 1. 
2. Short-tcnn tneruory storage of list order and timing 
l L is a common observation that humans are able to remember and repeat a short list of items 1 say a novel 
telephone number or melody, for a short time. We arc able to say or dial a telephone number, and we are able 
to sing a melody we have just heard with all its rhythmical structure. Furthermore, we can repeat a sequence 
a.L different speeds or with different timing. Without further rehearsal, however, the memory of the list and its 
timing will in general vanish after a while. This very simple observation has an important consequence for a 
possible model of this process: Neither the memory of the order of items in a list, nor their temporal or rhythmical 
structure, can be the function of a long-term-memory mechanism alone. Storage in and recall from STM alone 
have to account for both the ordering and the timing of patterns in a sequence. 
*This research was partially supported by NSF grant# IRIH9024877. Requests for reprints should be sent to: Christian Mannes, 
Department of Cognitive and Neural Systems, 111 Cummington Str. H.m.l05H, Boston, MA 02215. Email: christ<kns.bu.edu. 
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Figure 1. The macrocircuit of the proposed model. Arrows denote topographic, fixed-weight connections, 
black polygons indicate one-to-many modifiable connections. The model consists of two structurally similar 
subsystems, the timing and the order subsystem. The input is assumed to consist of unitized patterns (thought 
to be the outcome of some clustering algorithm, e.g. an ART network (Carpenter & Grossberg 1987a,b) or 
Kohonen's (1988) "neural phonetic typewriter"). The temporal stream of input patterns gets factorized into 
two distinct representations: the buffer field in the order subsystem transforms the input sequence into an 
STM primacy gradient (see text), while the timing subsystem records item durations by integrator cells. 
T'hese spatial patterns are learned by a competitive winner-take-all field C. Patterns from B propagate via 
topographic connections to the expectation field E. The pattern in E can then be learned as an expectation 
pattern by the winning node in C. Activity in either U or P (X or Tin the timing circuit) constitutes an error, 
i.e. a discrepancy between expectation and input, which is taken to be the criterion to reset the category field 
C. Rea.dout is achieved by the prediction field P-which represents the future part of the expected sequence 
at any t.imc-·---activating nodes in t.he input field. Readout is triggered by a non-specific GO-signal. 
This constraint led us to choose S'I'M primacy gradients (Grossberg, 1978) to represent list items and their 
order. STM gradients embody the assumption that the ordering of items in a list can be represented by the relative 
activity of model neurons, such that higher activity codes precedence. Representing sequences by gradients is 
advantageous because they transform a dynamical, spatia-temporal pattern into a spatial pattern, which is then 
arncnablc to spatial pattern learning mechanisms. 
'l'hc embedding of an STM gradient field into a learning system has important consequences on how to 
generate a gradient (Grossberg, 1978): If a gradient pattern is to be continuously learned by an outstar system 
(Grossberg, 1976), it must evolve obeying the L'TM invariance principle. This principle states that new items 
do 11ot change the relative activities of old items stored in the gradient. This ensures that the relative activities, 
which are learned, remain constant. Another dilemma that has to be dealt with is the distinction between sub-
and superscquenccs, for instance between AB and ABC (or my and myself, in Grossberg's (1978) example). How 
can gradients representing these two patterns, which are very similar, be kept apart in a competitive system? VVe 
solve the problem of distinguishing between sub- and supersequences by £ 2-normalizing the gradient. A proof 
that this normalization solves the problem is given in Mannes (1992). 
An inherent problem of STM gradients is their limited capacity. A primacy gradient has to represent each 
consecutive element with less activity, such that these activities will fall below threshold after a certain number 
of items, Therefore, we have to assume that gradients are reset as a new sequence is read. 
'l'hc fact that timing can be varied independently from list order led us to assume that timing information 
is represented at a neural site different from the order field. A simple way of coding timing inforrnation is by a 
Held of neurons whose activity reflects the duration of an item. Duration can easily be recorded by using tonic 
cells \vhich integrate their input up to some maximurn value. A simple law which implements the dynamics of 
such cells-denoted by x,-is given by 
d 
-x· = J(M- x·)J.- x·K dt t t t t 
where Ii is the input to a cell, M is an upper bound, and J is a parameter which determines the rate of integration. 
f{ is a signal that resets this field at the beginning of a new sequence. Taking tbe order field, called B for buffer, 
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and the duration field together yields a system which transforms a sequence into two different spatial patterns 
representing item order and duration, respectively. Figure 2 sketches these components. 
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Figure 2. Order and Duration field encoding the sequence ABC, where elements A,B, and C have durations 
tA = t, tB = 2t, and tc = t, respectively. 
In the following sections, we will discuss how these two patterns can be stably encoded in long-term-memory. 
'l'he discussion will be in terms of the order field only, since the learning mechanisms we are about to introduce 
also apply to the duration field. 
3. Learning to recognize a sequence 
\Vhen a sequence is perceived or rehearsed a certain number of times, the sequence and its rhythmical structure 
\vill be learned in the sense that the learner will be able to discriminate, identify, recognize, complete, and per-
form a sequence not only from STM, but from long-term memory, too. Since in our representation sequences are 
spittiitl pittterns, we have to deal with issues that arise in spatial pattern learning, notably the stability-plasticity 
dilemma (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987a), whose solution ensures that a subject's memory of a sequence will not 
vanish easily as he/she learns a new sequence. The approach we have chosen for stable pattern recognition learn-
ing bonows ideits from Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART, Carpenter & Grossberg 1987a,l987b), in particular 
ca.tegori;.:;ation of sequences by competitive learning and the stabilization of codes by learning expectations. To 
ern body this design, we introduce the following model components: 
•A competitive classification field C in which sequences are represented as single-node list codes. 
oA Held representing an expected sequence. 
oA mechanism to compare expectation with the input. 
oA rnechanism to reset C if the degree of match between expectation and input is too low. 
'I'hc first component, the categorization field C, receives signals from both the order field B and the duration 
fleld D via. modifiable connections. C is a competitive choice field that obeys a winner-take-all rule, i.e. only the 
node which receives maximal input from B and D through the adaptive filters can be active at any one time. 
The adaptive filters are modified by the instar learning rule (Grossberg, 1976), which tunes the weights to the 
winning node such that it becomes more selective for the gradient pattern in B and the duration pattern in D. 
'I'hc fa.ct that we are dealing with non-stationary, time-varying patterns and the requirement that the system be 
able t.o perform sequences impose the following constraints upon the design of the model: 
l.After a new sequence has been perceived, the expectation pattern should be equal to the pattern representing 
the sequence, such that it can be learned. 
2.Cornparison of input with expectation cannot occur at every point in time, since the gradient representing 
the input sequence accumulates slowly. Until a match is computed, however, the expectation should be 
buffered against modification. 
3.Readout is possible and can be initiated at any point in time. For example, when you arc cued with 
('Mary had a ... '', you are able to continue with "little lamb,'' without having to repeat the phrase from 
the beginning. 
These constraints irnply an architecture in which input gradient and expectation are represented at different 
nemal sites. Furthermore, there must be a way of copying the gradient pattern from the buffer field 13 to the 
expectation field E. The requirement that list recall is possible at any time implies that, in order to be able to 
continue from any position in a learned list, there must be a way to know the current position in the list. All 
these requirements are met in the architecture shown in figure 1. 
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The buffer field B which represents the accumulating trace of a sequence is connected to a field called U by 
excitatory, fixed-weight, topographic connections. U is connected in the same way to the expectation field E, 
which in turn is connected to a prediction field P. Inhibitory connections originate from B leading to P, from 
there viaE to U. This architecture has the following properties: Suppose that E is initially empty, and a new 
sequence is registered at B. Through the pathways to U, the pattern in B will be copied into U, and from there 
into E. The inhibitory connections from E to U will then inhibit this pattern, such that at equilibrium, E will 
hold the same pattern as B, and all activities in U will be zero. Once this pattern is instated in E, the classifying 
field C can learn this pattern using the outstar learning rule (Grossberg, 1976). 
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Figure 3. The compa-rison and correction circuit. r is an error node which sums up the total activity in U and 
P. R is the reset signal, which is taken to be a ''polyvalenf' cell (meaning that two strong inputs are needed 
to fire it) which fires whenever there is a high error level and at least some activity in the expectation field. 
R is inhibited by either input or the GO-signal, such that no reset can occur before a sequence is completely 
read. S, the "success1' node, signals successful recognition or performance of a sequence. 
When there arc different patterns stored in B and E, U will represent the pattern that results when the pattern 
Ill E (seen as a vector) is subtracted from the pattern in B. This difference pattern will contain all items that 
are in B, but not in E, in other words, unexpected items. The pattern in Pis interpreted in a similar, yet more 
important way: P will converge to a. pattern that represents all items that are in E, but not in B. At any time, 
t.his pattern represents the expected future part of the sequence. This mechanism is the basis for sequential recall. 
Taken together, the total activities in U and P measure the discrepancy between input and expectation. Thus 
this sirnple architecture serves multiple purposes: It allows the learning of new expectations, the computation of 
<l difference measure between expectation and input, and provides the basis for performing sequences. 
'J'hc next design issue concerns comparison between expectation and input, and the reset mechanism that 
rejects codes if their associated expectation is too different from the input sequence. As stated above, our error 
rncasure is the total activity in U and P. This measure is zero when the patterns in Band E are equal, and increases 
if there are missing 1 added, or permuted items in the expectation with respect to the input. Furthermore, the 
enor measure is higher for interchanged items that are further apart, which is in agreement with psychophysical 
data on sequence discrimination (Ratcliff 1981, Jahnke et al. 1989). 
A mismatch of a sufficiently high degree between expectancy and input is taken to be a signal to reset the 
classifying field C 1 since such a situation indicates that the currently active node in C does not predict the input 
list via the top-down weights (cf. Carpenter & Grossberg 1987a,b). Whether a reset occurs or not depends 
mainly on a parameter called p, akin to ART's vigilance parameter, which determines how much error the system 
will tolerate before triggering a reset (the timing subsystem has a separate tolerance parameter p1, enabling the 
system to distinguish two sequences by their timing only). The following table shows simulation results in terms 
of how sequences are classified for different values of p. In every run, we presented the input sequence AB, ABC, 
CBA, BAC, CAB to the system. 
p Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 
0.1 AB ABC CBA,CAB BAC 
0.4 AB,ABC CBA,CAB BAC,CAB 
0.55 AB,ABC,BAC CBA,CAB 
0.7 AB,ABC,CBA,BAC,CAB 
Table 1. Classification of different sequences for different values of the tolerance parameter p. The learned 
codes corresponded to a average of the gradients weighted towards recency. The amount of averaging depends 
on the learning rate. 
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The following simulation results show the behavior of the control circuitry during several typical events, like 
learning a new sequence, reset and access to a previously uncommitted node, reset and access of a committed 
node, and recognition of learned sequences. 
Figure 4. Plot of the order subsystem control nodes r,R, and Sin response to the sequence AB-- -AC--
- -AB-AI3C---- -ABC----·· with a tolerance parameter p = 0.1. ''-'' denotes no input, "!'' denotes a 
reset of the categorization field C. When AB is first presented, a new sequence is learned. As AC is added, 
it is classified as AB at first, but after the input shuts off, a reset wave is generated, and AC is classified by 
a new, previously uncommitted node. As AB is input again, the right C-node is activated right away. ABC 
then is similar to both AB and AC, yet different enough to trigger a reset after the input shuts off. First, the 
new sequence accesses the code for AB, which triggers a reset. After the node for AB is reset, ABC accesses 
the similar code for AC, which leads to a reset again, this time activating a new, uncommitted node. 
4. Pcrforinancc of sequences 
In the last section we have postulated that our model be able to read out, i.e. perform or recall, a sequence. We 
ha.vc also identified the site from which readout is generated as the prediction field P, which has the property of 
representing the future part of the expected sequence at any time . 
. Reading out a sequence then amounts to activating item codes in the order given by the relative activations 
in the prediction field P. We assume that the site for readout is the input field, rather than a separate neural 
site. 1'his assumption has the advantage of providing a suggestive view of expectational completion phenomena. 
H.ca.dout is assumed to be triggered by a volitional GO-signal. The resulting design is sketched in fig. 5. Without 
I. he GO-signal, the signals from Pare too weak to exceed a threshold above which a neuron in the input field I can 
fire (although they could help to disambiguate the input). When GO is on, tonic arousal is added to the input 
of ea.ch node in I) such that signals from P can now exceed the threshold. I is assumed to be a winner-take-all 
fleld, so that only the node with the largest input will fire. 
~ J ~ p 
.--.LL-""--fd _· D threshold u "' --. 
GO 
lnpuLc; 
Figure 5. The input field. External inputs, internal inputs from P, and a nonspecific GO-signals converge on 
e<~.ch node in I. The node with the maximal suprathreshold input wins. 
H.c<cdout is initi<cted in our model by resetting the buffer field and activating a non-specific GO signal. Then, 
the rnaximally active item in P activates the corresponding node in I. This item gets then registered at 13. By 
the inhibitory connections from 13 to P (see fig. 1), this item is then deleted from the prediction field P, such 
that the next item can activate I. This process is repeated until there are no more items in P. After readout, B 
is equal to E, the success node S is active) and field I is inactive. 
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In order to activate !-nodes for a certain period of time as recorded in the expected duration field R (fig. 1 ), we 
have to delay the inhibition of that P-node until a certain point. Duration patterns are learned in an analogical 
fashion to order patterns. That means that we have an accumulation of duration codes (labelled D in fig. 1), 
duration expectations (R), and two fields representing the difference between (X and T), one of which (T) is 
analogous to P in that it holds the predicted duration, which decreases as the integrator neuron increases during 
presentation of an item. If the activation of this item is taken to presynaptically inhibit the inhibitory connection 
from B to P, then deletion of the maximally active item in P is delayed until the read out item has been on for 
the duration encoded in field R. 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 
The model as described in this article has been tested extensively with inputs of different types: it has been applied 
to learning of recognition codes for words and sentences with textual input, and to the learning of motor programs 
in the context of a ''drawing by numbers" application in which the system learned sequences of visual target 
positions that were tracked by a simulated robot arm. These results (Mannes, 1992) convinced us that the model 
is a robust and powerful model of serial learning. Our approach solves many problems of sequential processing, 
such as representation of order and timing, distinguishing subsequences from supersequences, timed readout, cued 
timed readout, hierarchical storage and readout (Mannes 1992), and variable tolerance classification of sequences. 
\Vhile these properties make the model a promising candidate for applications like language learning, serial motor 
control, or even speech recognition, its disadvantages are also obvious: In its present form, input patterns have 
to be unitized patterns. Also, the chunking process depends on breaks between sequences, i.e. the model is not 
applicable in a domain where beginnings and ends of sequences are not given, for example in continuous speech 
recognition. Future research will investigate ways to obviate those necessary breaks between sequences. 
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